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EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0030 1 email 19-05 LTR DoD Directed Transfer to National 
Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence 12/26/2018 unclass DoD (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the name, phone number, 
email address of a civilian employee below who is a GS-
15 or below, as well as Mr. Relyea's Common Access 
Card (CAC) Identification number are withheld to 
protect personal privacy information the release of 
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion 
of privacy which, in this instance, is not outweighed by 
the requester's interest in disclosure.

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0031 1 pdf email Commission Stand-Up Process 15-Jan-19 unclass DoD (b)(5); (b)(6)

(b)(5): Deliberative Process -  part of this intra-agency 
record contains predecisional and deliberative 
information and is withheld from release. This email 
contains some factual material and non-final 
information seeking to establish the appropriation 
transfer process from DoD to NSCAI
(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone number, 
work address and dates detailing when a government 
employee would be out of office is withheld  to protect 
personal privacy information the release of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
privacy and is not outweighed by the requester's 
interest in disclosure.

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0032 1 pdf email FW: National Commission on Artificial 
Intelligence 12/4/2018 unclass DoD (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names and email 
addresses are withheld to protect the government 
employees' privacy interests which if released would 
be a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy 
and is not outweighed by the requester's interest in 
disclosure.
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EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0034-0035 2 pdf email
RE: 19-05 LTR DoD Directed Transfer to 

National Security Commission on Artificial 
Intelligence

12/26/2018 unclass DoD (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone number, 
and email addresses are withheld to protect the 
government employees' privacy interests which if 
released would be a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and is not outweighed by the 
requester's interest in disclosure.

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0036-0038 3 pdf email
RE: 19-05 LTR DoD Directed Transfer to 

National Security Commission on Artificial 
Intelligence - EFDB2A-000565

12/26/2018 unclass DoD (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone numbers, 
and email addresses are withheld to protect the 
government employees' privacy interests which if 
released would be a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy and is not outweighed by the 
requester's interest in disclosure.

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0039-0041 3 pdf email
RE: 19-05 LTR DoD Directed Transfer to 

National Security Commission on Artificial 
Intelligence

1/31/2019 unclass DoD (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone numbers, 
email and physical work addresses are withheld to 
protect the government employees' privacy interests 
which if released would be a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy and is not outweighed by 
the requester's interest in disclosure. 

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0042-0046 5 pdf email RE: AI Commission 12/21/2018 unclass DoD  (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone numbers, 
physical and email addresses plus dates detailing when 
a government employee would be out of office is 
withheld to protect personal privacy information the 
release of which would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and is not 
outweighed by the requester's interest in disclosure.
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EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0047-0050 4 pdf email attachment Re: HR Requirements for New AI Commission 
(UNCLASSIFIED 18-Jan-19 unclass DoD (b)(5); (b)(6)

(b)(5): Deliberative Process -  part of this intra-agency 
record contains predecisional, deliberative, attorney-
client and attorney work product information and is 
withheld from release. The email communications 
between an attorney and his client for legal advice 
regarding Human Resources requirements is a 
confidential communication protected by (b)(5). 
Further the attorney's response to his client is advice 
in contemplation of a administrative action if the 
opinion is not followed.  Lastly, the back and forth 
intra-agency communication concerning the reasoning 
and rationale as to why DoD would act as NSCAI's HR 
provider is information that if released would 
jeopardize the open and frank discussions between 
colleagues and also contribute to public confusion as 
to DoD's ultimate decision on the HR issue.
(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone numbers, 
email and physical work addresses are withheld to 
protect the government employees' privacy interests 
which if released would be a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy and is not outweighed by 
the requester's interest in disclosure. 

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0051-0052 2 pdf email

RE: OMB Approved Apportionments -- 19-05 
LTR DoD Directed Transfer to National 

Security Commission on
Artificial Intelligence

31-Jan-19 unclass DoD  (b)(6)

(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone numbers, 
physical and email addresses plus dates detailing when 
a government employee would be out of office is 
withheld  to protect personal privacy information the 
release of which would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and is not 
outweighed by the requester's interest in disclosure.

EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0053-0057 5 pdf sf 132 apportionment schedule unclass OMB (b)(5)

(b)(5): Deliberative Process -  part of this inter-agency 
record contains provisional funding amounts and as 
such is a predecisional and deliberative 
communication withheld from release. 
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EPIC/19-cv-02906 (DoD19-L-0810)/0058-0059 2 pdf email

FW: OMB Approved Apportionments -- 19-05 
LTR DoD Directed Transfer to National 

Security Commission on
Artificial Intelligence

1/24/2019 unclass DoD (b)(5); (b)(6)

(b)(5): Deliberative Process -  part of this intra-agency 
record contains proposed funding amounts from 
components within DoD and as such is a predecisional 
and deliberative communication withheld from 
release.
(b)(6): Personal Privacy - the names, phone numbers, 
physical and email addresses plus dates detailing when 
a government employee would be out of office is 
withheld to protect personal privacy information the 
release of which would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and is not 
outweighed by the requester's interest in disclosure. 


